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Magnetic and crystallographic properties of Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 were investigated using dc magnetization, ac
magnetic susceptibility, and heat capacity of an oriented single crystal, combined with temperature and mag-
netic field dependent x-ray powder diffraction. The compound undergoes an unusual magnetostructural tran-
sition at 40 K and a nonmagnetic second-order transition around 63 K. The detailed crystallographic study of
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 shows that contrary to the R5�SixGe1−x�4 systems �R is a rare-earth metal�, the structural transi-
tion occurs without shear displacements of the �

2 �R5T4� slabs �T=Si, Ge, and Sb�, and a substantial volume
change �−0.5%� does not lead to a change in crystallographic symmetry. The first-principles electronic struc-
ture calculations show higher interslab than intraslab ferromagnetic exchange interaction indicating that
Sm5Ge4 type of structure supports a ferromagnetic ground state in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent investigations of magnetic and crystallographic
properties of intermetallic compounds reveal substantial in-
terest in phase transitions, where a change in the magnetic
properties, usually magnetic ordering, is coupled with
changes in the crystal structure. These magnetostructural
transformations are commonly accompanied by distinct
changes in the unit-cell volume, resulting in first-order phase
transformations.1–5 Such behavior is well-known in the
broadly studied R5�SixGe1−x�4 systems, where R is a rare-
earth metal.6 This series of compounds has attracted con-
siderable attention since 1997, when Pecharsky and
Gschneidner discovered the giant magnetocaloric effect in
the Gd5Si2Ge2 compound.7 The magnetostructural transi-
tions in these alloys can be controlled by tuning chemical
composition, temperature, pressure, or magnetic field
parameters.6,8–10 Numerous physical phenomena, e.g., giant
magnetocaloric effect,11,12 giant magnetostriction,1,13 giant
magnetoresistance,14,15 spontaneous generation of voltage,16

and various effects related to phase separation17–21 are ob-
served in these compounds and are all associated with first-
order transitions.

It was soon realized that interesting properties can be
observed not only in R5�SixGe1−x�4 systems, but the substitu-
tion of Ge by Ga,22 Sn,23,24 and Sb �Ref. 25� also creates
a fertile ground for the occurrence of coupled magnetic and
structural transformations. All these compounds consist of
the same �

2 �R5T4� slabs, strongly or weakly connected by
T-T dimers, where T is Si, Ge, Ga, Sb, Sn, or their statistical
mixtures.26 The T-T bonds are not the only bonds that control
the interslab interactions,2,26,27 but they are the most charac-
teristic ones determining basic physical and crystallographic
properties. To date, there are five known basic structure types
observed in the R5T4 systems: �i� the orthorhombic
Tm5Si2Sb2-type �space group �SG� is Cmca� where all inter-
slab T-T dimers are broken and identical; �ii� the orthorhom-
bic Sm5Ge4-type �often referred to as O�II�-type, SG Pnma�
with all T-T dimers broken but no longer identical; �iii� the

monoclinic Gd5Si2Ge2-structure type �M-type, SG P1121 /a�
with half of the T-T interslab dimers formed; �iv� the ortho-
rhombic Gd5Si4-structure type �O�I�-type, SG Pnma�—all
T-T dimers between the �

2 �R5T4� slabs reformed,6 and
�v� low-temperature Ho5Ge4 structure �M�-type, SG
P121 /m1�,28 which is a monoclinically distorted variant of
the Sm5Ge4 structure. It is worth noting that both Gd5Si4 and
Sm5Ge4 structure types have the same symmetry of the lat-
tice �SG Pnma� but they transform one into another via a
martensite-like structural transition.1,29

The formation and breaking of the T-T dimers strongly
affects exchange interactions between the ferromagnetically
ordered �

2 �R5T4� slabs and the resulting type of global mag-
netic ordering.30 Therefore, by lowering temperature, chang-
ing chemical composition, applying magnetic field, or exter-
nal pressure, modification of the T-T bonds can be achieved
through a coupled magnetostructural transition, which in
turn results in tuning the magnetic properties of R5T4
compounds.6,26

A detailed x-ray single crystal and powder diffraction
study of Gd5GaxGe4−x �Ref. 22� showed a sequence of struc-
tures similar to the Gd5�SixGe1−x�4 system when the concen-
tration �x� of Ga varies. Mozharivskyj et al.22 showed that
substituting Ge with Ga, which lacks one electron in the
outer shell �three valence electrons for Ga instead of four for
Ge�, drives a change in crystallography of the Gd5GaxGe4−x
system via a gradual reduction in the valence electron
concentration, a mechanism similar to the one reported in
Gd5Si2Ge2.2

In a crystallographic study of several R5Sb2�Si,Ge�2
alloys,31 the Tm5Si2Sb2-type structure was reported. It is
closely related to the Sm5Ge4-type, but has a higher crystal-
lographic symmetry �space group is Cmca instead of Pnma�.
R5Sb2�Si,Ge�2 compounds with R=Y, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and
Tm were reported, however, formation of the Gd5Sb2Ge2
compound was not reported in Ref. 31. The formation of the
Gd5Si2Sb2 compound with the Sm5Ge4 crystal structure,
which orders ferromagnetically at �240 K, was later re-
ported by Nirmala et al.32
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Crystallographic, magnetic, electronic, and thermal mea-
surements of polycrystalline samples of Gd5SbxGe4−x, where
Ge was gradually substituted by Sb �antimony introduces an
additional p electron�, were recently reported.25 The room
temperature x-ray powder diffraction study25 shows that the
limit of Sb solubility in Gd5SbxGe4−x is x=2.7. Higher con-
centrations of antimony lead into a multiple-phase region
since the Gd5Sb4 composition does not exist. For 0�x�2,
the system adopts the Sm5Ge4-type of crystal structure. For
2�x�2.7, the room temperature crystal structure is of the
Tm5Si2Sb2-type.

Magnetic measurements show that cooling triggers a
first-order magnetic transition into the ferromagnetic �FM�
state for low concentrations of Sb �x�2, Sm5Ge4-type�
and a second-order transition to FM state for 2�x�2.7
�Tm5Si2Sb2-type�. In the Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 compound �x=0.5�,
the ferromagnetic ordering transition occurs at 37 K, and a
second-order electronic transition at 60 K.25 It was suggested
that the antiferromagnetic �AFM� to paramagnetic �PM� tran-
sition also occurs at 60 K by analogy with the second-order
transition observed at 130 K in Gd5Ge4.16 This second-order
transition does not occur when x=1 and 1.25, and there is
only a first-order PM to FM transition on cooling. Additional
anomalies in the dc magnetization and ac susceptibility were
observed at �150 and �100 K for x=0.5 and x=1,
respectively,25 and these may be due to short-range magnetic
clustering.

Among the Gd5SbxGe4−x alloys, the x=0.5 composition
appears to present the richest collection of physical phenom-
ena, and a more detailed study of its structure-property rela-
tionships, especially the nature of its transitions is warranted.
The low Sb content allows a comparison with the well-
studied Gd5Ge4; it also can be compared with the recently
reported properties of Gd5Si0.5Ge3.5.

33 Here, we report inves-
tigation of the magnetic, thermal and crystallographic prop-
erties of the Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 compound together with the elec-
tronic structure calculations intended to better understand
some of the observed experimental findings.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL DETAILS

The single crystal of Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 was grown in a tung-
sten crucible using the Bridgman technique.34 The starting
materials were Gd �99.86 at. % or 99.99 wt. % pure with
respect to all elements� prepared by the Materials Preparation
Center of the Ames Laboratory,35 Sb �99.99 wt. %�, and
Ge �99.99 wt. %� both purchased from Meldform Metals
�United Kingdom�. The Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 single crystal speci-
men for magnetic measurements was cut using a spark-
eroding technique from a large grain as a parallelepiped with
the approximate dimensions 1.00�0.98�1.55 mm3 with
each side of the cube oriented perpendicular to one of the
three principal crystallographic directions. Orientations were
established using the back reflection Laue technique. The
values of the demagnetization factors of the Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5
single crystal in magnetic field applied along the a, b, and c
axes were 0.3, 0.25, and 0.23, respectively.36 The sample for
heat-capacity measurements was cut as a 6 mm in diameter
by 2-mm-thick flat cylinder with the a axis aligned along the

cylinder axis �and the magnetic field vector�. The combined
accuracy of the alignment of the crystallographic axes with
the direction of the magnetic field vector was �5°.

The sample for x-ray powder diffraction measurements
was prepared by hand-grinding a small piece of the
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 single crystal. The fine Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 powder
�particle size �25 �m� was mixed with a methanol diluted
Ge varnish on a copper sample holder, air dried, and baked at
120 °C for 1 h in order to solidify the specimen and prevent
rotation of individual particles in an applied magnetic field.
The flat surface for the Bragg-Brentano diffraction experi-
ment was created by using 320-grit sandpaper, thus minimiz-
ing preferred orientation near the surface and reducing sur-
face roughness.37

The x-ray powder diffraction measurements were carried
out as a function of temperature between 5 and 300 K in a
zero magnetic field and between 5 and 100 K in constant
magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 40 kOe on a Rigaku
TTRAX rotating anode powder diffractometer employing
Mo K� radiation. The diffractometer was equipped with a
continuous flow 4He cryostat controlling the temperature of a
sample with �0.05 K accuracy, and a split-coil supercon-
ducting magnet creating a homogeneous dc magnetic field
around the specimen.37 The Bragg peaks maximum intensity
to lowest background intensity ratio was close to �300 with
the strongest Bragg peaks registering nearly 6000 counts at
their peak values, which corresponds to �1.8% statistical
spread. The range of measured Bragg angles was from 9° to
49° 2	, which is equivalent to �19.5° –128° 2	 range using
Cu K� radiation �sin 	max /
�0.58�.

RIETICA LHPM software38 was employed to carry out the
full-profile Rietveld refinement of every recorded pattern. In
the proximity of the transition, an attempt was made to refine
both phases simultaneously. However, it was impossible to
recognize both phases separately �the scale factor of one
phase becomes negative� due to close positions of their
Bragg reflections caused by the similar structures of the
high-temperature and low-temperature phases. The isotropic
thermal displacement parameters of all atoms in each phase
were assumed to be the same, in effect, employing the over-
all isotropic thermal displacement approximation. The profile
residuals Rp varied from �0.09 to �0.12, and the derived
Bragg residuals RB ranged from �0.05 to �0.09. The least-
squares standard deviations of the refined lattice parameters
were on the order of 20–30 ppm of the absolute values of the
corresponding unit-cell dimensions.

The magnetic measurements were performed using an
MPMS XL-7 SQUID magnetometer, manufactured by Quan-
tum Design, Inc., which operates in the temperature interval
1.7–400 K and in magnetic fields up to 70 kOe. The accu-
racy of magnetic measurements was better than 1 %. The ac
susceptibility was measured using the same magnetometer
with the following parameters: Hdc=0, Hac=6 Oe, and f
=125 Hz. The heat capacity in magnetic fields up to 100
kOe was measured between �2 and 350 K in a semiadia-
batic heat pulse calorimeter, which has been described
elsewhere.39

In order to have a better insight into the magnetism of
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, first-principles electronic structure calcula-
tions have been performed. The local spin density approxi-
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mation including Hubbard U parameter �LSDA+U�
approach40,41 has been employed within the scalar relativistic
version of the tight binding linear muffin tin orbital �TB-
LMTO� �Ref. 42� method. We used U=6.7 eV and J
=0.7 eV—the well-known values for Gd atoms. The con-
ventional von Barth and Hedin parameterization of the
LSDA �Ref. 43� has been adopted. Furthermore, 125 special
k points have been used in the irreducible part of the Bril-
louin zone for k space integration in the orthorhombic
Sm5Ge4 �O-II� structure of Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

According to the temperature dependent x-ray powder
diffraction, the Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 compound, which has the
Sm5Ge4-type of crystal structure �Table I� undergoes a struc-
tural �volume change� transition at 40 K without a major
rearrangement of its crystallographic structure. This is the
temperature at which the Bragg peaks of the low-temperature
phase begin to emerge. The two phases coexist over a rela-
tively narrow �5 K� range of temperatures.

Figure 1 presents the temperature dependencies of lattice
parameters and unit-cell volume of Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, measured
during heating and cooling of the sample in 0 kOe and dur-
ing heating of the sample in 20 and 40 kOe magnetic fields.
Steps in the lattice parameters correspond to the transition
that shifts to higher temperatures in applied magnetic fields.
The largest relative change in the lattice parameter is ob-
served along the a direction ��a /a=−0.32%�, whereas
changes along the c and b directions are �c /c=−0.23% and
�b /b=0.08%, respectively �Fig. 1�. Similar discontinuities
were observed when the structural transition was induced by
the application of the magnetic field �Fig. 2�. It is worth

noting that the changes along the a and c axes are of the
same sign, unlike those in Gd5Ge4 and Gd5Si0.5Ge3.5, where
the major change occurs along the a axis �−1.8%� and the
change along the c axis is of the opposite sign and is three
times smaller.33,37 The thermal expansion is largest along the
b axis, which undergoes smaller change at the transition—
this effect is commonly observed in other R5T4 systems.33

Due to nearly identical crystal structures �and, therefore,
almost identical diffraction patterns� of the low-temperature
�LT� and high-temperature �HT� phases, it was impossible to
reliably determine structural parameters of the individual
phases in the region of phase coexistence. Thus, the points in
the vicinity of the transition �i.e., at 40 K for zero field data�
represent the average lattice parameters of the two phases.
Temperature hysteresis is fairly small �5 K� and is similar to
Gd5Si0.5Ge3.5. The shift in the transition temperature with the
magnetic field is nonlinear: for a magnetic field change from
0 to 20 kOe the transition temperature shifts by �15 K,
which is greater than that from 20 to 40 kOe ��10 K�, this
is quite evident in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 also shows the change in the unit-cell volume of
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 with temperature, and Fig. 2 shows the change
in the unit-cell volume during isothermal magnetization and
demagnetization at 55 K. Even though the �V /V=−0.47% is
quite large in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, and it agrees with the first-order
nature of the transition, this is only 40% of that observed in
Gd5Si0.5Ge3.5 �−1.16%�.33 However, the mechanism of the
transition is substantially different from the earlier reported
crystallographic transitions found in other R5�SixGe1−x�4 sys-
tems. In our case, there are no large shear displacements of
the slabs with respect to one another �Table II�, and no

TABLE I. Crystal structure of Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5: high-temperature
phase at 50 K, and low-temperature phase at 35 K; both have the
Sm5Ge4 �O-II� structure. T=75% Ge+25% Sb.

Atom x /a y /b z /c

HT-Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, T=50 K, SG Pnma, Rp=9.9%, Rwp=12.8%
a=7.7664�2� Å, b=14.8552�4� Å, c=7.8255�2� Å

Gd1 0.2829�4� 0.2500 −0.0013�4�
Gd2 −0.0386�2� 0.1042�1� 0.1726�3�
Gd3 0.3860�2� 0.8822�1� 0.1652�3�
Ge1 0.1586�7� 0.2500 0.3662�9�
Ge2 0.9124�7� 0.2500 0.8807�8�
T3 0.2224�5� 0.9572�2� 0.4706�5�

LT-Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, T=35 K, SG Pnma, Rp=10.6%, Rwp=13.6%,
a=7.7398�2� Å, b=14.8690�4� Å, c=7.8068�2� Å

Gd1 0.2904�4� 0.2500 0.0007�3�
Gd2 −0.0319�2� 0.1015�1� 0.1768�3�
Gd3 0.3809�2� 0.8809�1� 0.1639�3�
Ge1 0.1700�7� 0.2500 0.3710�8�
Ge2 0.9200�7� 0.2500 0.8898�8�
T3 0.2194�5� 0.9578�2� 0.4671�5�
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Temperature dependencies of the lattice
parameters and the unit-cell volume of Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 in the tem-
perature interval from 5 to 300 K in a zero magnetic field on heat-
ing and cooling, and in 20 and 40 kOe magnetic fields on heating.
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change in the lattice symmetry as well. On the other hand,
some atomic rearrangement is indeed present as a result of
the adaptation to a new magnetic state, and this will be dis-
cussed below.

The heat capacity of Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 single crystal from 2
to 200 K in magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 100 kOe,
applied along the a axis is presented in Fig. 3. The sharp
peak characteristic of first-order transition moves to higher

temperatures with the application of magnetic field and the
peak retains its first-order shape even in 100 kOe field. A
weak second-order transition is present at 63 K in 0 and 20
kOe magnetic fields and is more obvious in the inset of Fig.
3. This second-order anomaly is essentially field independent
and appears the same for 0 and 20 kOe field data. However,
when the temperature of the first-order transition exceeds 63
K �in magnetic fields of 50 kOe and above� the second-order
anomaly disappears indicating that it is specific to the high-
temperature phase. These results are in a full agreement with
previous measurements carried out on a polycrystalline
material.25

The isothermal magnetization of Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 at tem-
peratures from 2 to 200 K with the magnetic field applied
along the a crystallographic direction is presented in Fig. 4.
The sharp metamagnetic steps of the magnetization shifting
to higher magnetic fields when temperature increases are ob-
served between 40 and 75 K indicating field-induced magne-
tostructural transition into the FM state. Note, that the iso-
thermal x-ray powder diffraction data collected at 55 K �Fig.
2� also show a transition around 20 kOe, and are in good
agreement with M�H� and heat-capacity data. The narrow

TABLE II. The interatomic distances most affected by structural transition �changed more than 1%�. T
=75% Ge+25% Sb.

Atomic pairs

HT-Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, T=50 K LT-Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, T=35 K

Change, d50 K−d35 K, %
Distances, d

�Å�
Distances, d

�Å�

Ge1-Ge2 2.795�9� 2.689�9� −3.94

Gd2-T3 3.784�4� 3.672�4� −3.04

Gd3-Ge1 3.075�6� 3.029�5� −1.51

T3-T3 3.710�7� 3.658�7� −1.42

Gd2-Ge1 3.054�5� 3.101�5� 1.52

Gd1-Ge2 3.135�7� 3.209�6� 2.31
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The isothermal behavior of the lattice
parameters and the unit-cell volume of the Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 at 55 K
measured on applying a magnetic field from 0 to 40 kOe and then
lowering the field back to zero �the demagnetization is shown for
the unit-cell volume only�.
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a axis. The inset highlights the second-order transition observed at
�63 K.
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magnetic field hysteresis ��1 kOe�, comparable to that ob-
served in the Gd5Si0.5Ge3.5,

33 is worth noting. The isothermal
magnetization with magnetic fields applied along the b and c
axes is similar, and, therefore, not shown here.

To determine the easy magnetization direction the magne-
tization isotherms were measured along a, b, and c axes at
1.8 K, well below the ordering temperature �Fig. 5�. Unlike
Gd5Ge4, where the easy magnetization axis is the b direction,
the easy axis in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 is the a direction. The c direc-
tion is the hard magnetization axis in both Gd5Ge4 and
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5. However, the difference between the three
crystallographic directions is smaller in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 than in
Gd5Ge4 meaning that the magnetic anisotropy is weaker in
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5. The value of the saturation magnetization is
187.1 emu/g or 7.38�B per Gd atom, which is in good agree-
ment with the 7.38�B /Gd value calculated from first prin-
ciples when placing the Sb atoms in the T3 and Ge in the T1
and T2 sites �see Table III�.

The temperature dependencies of the real and imaginary
parts of the ac susceptibility of Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 with ac field
applied along the a, b, and c axes are presented in Figs. 6
and 7, respectively. The main paramagnetic-to-ferromagnetic
transition occurs around 40 K in all data sets. Several weaker
anomalies, such as a peak around 140 K in case of H �a and
H �c, and a steplike anomaly around 160 K with H �b and
H �c are observed. The nonzero imaginary part of the sus-
ceptibility, especially with H �c in the temperature interval
60–180 K is related to magnetic losses in the sample at tem-
peratures much higher than the long-range magnetic ordering
temperature indicating possible strong short-range order in-
teractions. The latter are due to competing interslab and in-

traslab exchange interactions and/or to the Griffiths phaselike
behavior observed in many other members of the R5T4
family.27,44–46 No magnetic transition is detected at �63 K
indicating that the second-order transition observed from
heat-capacity data in 0 and 20 kOe magnetic fields does
not have a magnetic origin and therefore cannot be a
paramagnetic-to-antiferromagnetic transition as was sug-
gested before.25

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The presence of the sharp first-order magnetostructural
transition in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 is similar to the behavior of the
Gd5�SixGe1−x�4 alloys, for example, Gd5Si0.5Ge3.5.

33 How-
ever, the temperature and field dependent x-ray powder dif-
fraction data show that unlike Gd5Ge4 and Gd5Si0.5Ge3.5,
where the first-order transition occurs with the martensitic-
like change in the crystal structure from the Sm5Ge4 type to
the Gd5Si4 type, in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 the first-order transition
does not involve shear displacements of the �

2 �Gd5T4� slabs
�Table II�.

In Gd5Ge4 �as well as in Gd5Si0.5Ge3.5�, the largest change
in lattice dimensions during the structural transition occurs
along the a axis and the relative change ��a /a� is equal to
−1.8%,29,33 which is more than five times greater than
�a /a=−0.32%, observed in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 �see Fig. 1�. This
large change in the a-lattice parameter in Gd5Ge4 is related
to the shear displacements of adjacent �

2 �Gd5T4� slabs and
results in a drastic �30% shortening of the interslab T3-T3
distances, resulting in the formation of strong T3-T3 bonds.
The negative change �−1.8%� in the Gd5Ge4 of the a-lattice

TABLE III. Atom projected magnetic moments �in �B /atom� with Ge3 �Sb3� in T3 positions.

Gd1-4c Gd2-8d Gd3-8d Gd, average Ge1-4c Ge2-4c Ge3-8d

7.36�7.56� 7.23�7.38� 7.21�7.29� 7.25�7.38� 0.02�0.02� 0.03�0.02� −.02�0.02�
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The isothermal magnetization of
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 single crystal over the temperature interval from 2 to
200 K in magnetic fields up to 60 kOe, applied along the a axis. The
arrows shown near the 50 K isotherm indicate the direction of the
magnetic field change.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� The isothermal magnetization of
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 single crystal at 1.8 K measured as a function of
magnetic field applied along a, b, and c axes. The main panel dis-
plays low field details, and the inset shows the M�H� data in fields
up to 70 kOe.
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parameter is accompanied by smaller increases in b- and
c-lattice parameters by �0.14% and �0.6%,29 respectively.
The giant volume change of Gd5Ge4 �−1%� mostly comes
from the decrease in the a-lattice parameter.

In Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, the changes are of the same sign �Figs. 1
and 2� along the a and c axes: �a /a=−0.32% and �c /c=
−0.23%, respectively. The �

2 �Gd5T4� slabs in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5
do not shift with respect to each other, but they simply con-
tract in the ac plane. As illustrated in Table II, the most
affected interatomic distances are the intraslab Ge1-Ge2 dis-
tances, where one can see approximately −4% shortening,
and the intraslab Gd-Ge distances, which experience an av-

erage �2% increase. The contraction of the �
2 �Gd5T4� slabs

in the ac plane affects the b-lattice parameter, which slightly
increases by 0.08 % �see Fig. 1�. Unlike Gd5Ge4, it is not the
interslab Ge–Ge bond distances that change significantly
during the transition in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, but the intraslab
Ge-Ge distances, which decrease by 4 % �see Table II�. This
is an interesting fact because it is well established that mak-
ing and breaking of the interslab T-T bonds in Gd5�Si,Ge�4
couples magnetic and structural transition by switching on
and off the exchange interaction between Gd atoms located
inside neighboring slabs.2,26 Apparently, it is not the case of
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, as will be shown below by first-principles
electronic structure calculations. In Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 the
Sm5Ge4-type becomes compatible with the FM ground state.

The second-order transition observed at 60 K in
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 from heat-capacity and electrical resistivity25

shows some similarity to the transition at 130 K in pure
Gd5Ge4. In both compounds, the heat capacity exhibits a
second-order transition and electrical resistivity shows a
peak at 60 and 130 K in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 and Gd5Ge4, respec-
tively. However, in Gd5Ge4 the transition is clearly seen in
the magnetic data while in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 there is no indica-
tion of a magnetic ordering at the second-order transition
temperature.

V. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

In order to gain insight into the experimental results of
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 described above, we have performed first-
principles electronic structure calculations. Experimental ob-
servations show that the ground state crystal structure of
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 is Sm5Ge4-type orthorhombic �O�II�� structure
and the Sb atoms prefer the interslab T3 positions of the
O�II� Gd5Ge4 �see Table I�. In order to see whether this pref-
erential occupation agrees with theory, the formation ener-
gies, �Ef =EGd5Sb0.5Ge3.5

−cGdEGd−cGeEGe−cSbESb, where, E
and c represent total energies and concentrations, respec-
tively, have been calculated while placing Sb atoms in the
individual positions of the Ge atoms in the O�II� polymorph
of Gd5Ge4. Calculations indeed show that the lowest forma-
tion energy is when Sb replaces Ge3 �interslab� in the O�II�
Gd5Ge4 and confirm the experimental observation pointed
above. It is interesting to note that while substituting Si for
Ge in the O�II� Gd5Ge4, the lowest energy is when the Ge1,2
�intraslab� sites are replaced by Si. This may indicate that
atoms with extra p electrons occupy interslab positions and
the isoelectronic atoms occupy intraslab positions in the
O�II� structure of Gd5Ge4.24,33

Figure 8 shows formation energy as a function of the
unit-cell volume considering either Ge atoms or Sb atoms in
the T3 positions. Here, the equilibrium unit-cell volume cor-
responding to total energy minima is found by the variation
in the lattice constant a. Calculations also show the same
equilibrium volumes with the variation in other lattice con-
stants b and/or c. The equilibrium unit-cell volume changes
from 856.5 to 861.2 Å3 when Ge is replaced by Sb in the T3
sites. It is important to note that there is substantial lowering
of the formation energy with Sb substitution �Fig. 8� indicat-
ing that this substitution is energetically favorable.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� The temperature dependence of the real
component of ac magnetic susceptibility of Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 single
crystal over the temperature interval 2–250 K �a axis� and 2–400 K
�b and c axes� in a zero dc magnetic field. The data were collected
at a frequency of 125 Hz and ac field of 6 Oe. The inset shows the
region between 100 and 220 K.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� The temperature dependence of the
imaginary component of ac magnetic susceptibility of
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 single crystal over the temperature interval 2–250 K
�a axis� and 2–400 K �b and c axes� in a zero dc magnetic field. The
data were collected at a frequency of 125 Hz and ac field of 6 Oe.
The inset shows the region between 2 and 80 K.
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The 4f moments �7�B /Gd� in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 spin polarize
the conduction �5d� electrons through the indirect
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida �RKKY� interactions.
These interactions cause exchange splitting in the majority
and minority spin bands and give rise to 5d magnetic mo-
ments. The nonequivalent Gd atoms have different 5d mo-
ments depending on the nearest neighbor coordination. Inter-
estingly, we find that both the exchange splitting and
polarization in the 5d density of states at the Fermi level
increase by 15 % when the Ge3 site is substituted by the Sb
atom. This confirms that the Sb atom enhances ferromag-
netism when it replaces Ge atoms in Gd5Ge4. Table III shows
the atom projected magnetic moments in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5. On
the average, there is a 52 % increase in 5d moments �from
0.25 to 0.38�B� when Sb replaces interslab Ge atoms. The p
states of Sb lift up the antibonding states of Ge appearing
around the Fermi level. This forms a stronger ferromagnetic
bridge between the nearest neighbor slabs in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5,
and this is the reason that the interatomic distances between
the neighboring slabs change less than 2% during the ferro-
magnetic transition.

Furthermore, the stability of the O�II� structure in
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 may arise due the higher number of p elec-

trons in Sb compared to Ge as pointed above. Since, the
p-d hybridization influences the indirect 4f-4f exchange
�RKKY� in Gd5Ge4,30,47 the enhanced p states should have
a critical role in ferromagnetism of the O�II� structure of
Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5, otherwise it should have an antiferromagnetic
state as the ground state as is the case for O�II� Gd5Ge4. It is
interesting to note that when one alternatively substitutes Sn
instead of Sb in the T3 site the O�II� structure remains in the
AFM state, and O�I� is the ferromagnetic structure. Like an-
timony, the tin atoms are larger than Ge atoms, but Sn does
not have an extra p electron and it is isoelectronic to Ge so
the p-d hybridization here does not support ferromagnetism
in the O�II� structure. The strong influence of an extra p
electron on the crystal structure of the Gd5T4 compounds was
recently observed in Gd5Si4−xPx series as well.48 In the case
of Gd5Si0.5Ge3.5, although Si is isoelectronic to Ge, the
chemical pressure plays a determining role of creating ferro-
magnetism in Gd5�SixGe1−x�4 compounds.33,49

The densities of states �DOS� of nonequivalent Gd atoms
in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 differ from one another. The spin up DOS at
the Fermi level �EF� of Gd1 atom, located at the center of the
slabs is higher than the spin up DOS �EF� of other Gd atoms
�Gd2 and Gd3�, located on the edges of the slabs �see Table
III�. On the other hand, the spin down DOS �EF� of non-
equivalent Gd atoms are identical. This shows that the Gd1
has higher spin polarization and magnetic moment compared
to the other two nonequivalent Gd atoms.

Figure 9 shows density of states around the Fermi level of
Gd1, Ge, and Sb atoms in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3. The spin down DOS
of Ge in the T3 site at and just below the Fermi level is
higher compared to the spin up counterpart. These spin down
4p states of Ge atom in the T3 site strongly overlap with the
spin down 5d states of Gd atoms and act like the spin down
5d states, which results in confining large number of conduc-
tion electrons in the spin down direction. Because of this
confinement, there is less spin polarization of the 5d elec-
trons of Gd when T3 site is occupied by Ge. On the other
hand, when Sb occupies the T3 site, there are almost identi-
cal spin up and spin down 5p electrons of Sb at the Fermi
level and they hybridize equally with the 5d states of Gd in
both spin directions. In this case, there is no conduction elec-
tron confinement in the spin down direction and therefore
there is higher spin polarization of the 5d states of Gd at the
Fermi level with Sb atoms in the T3 sites.
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Several experimental studies50,51 show that the neighbor-
ing slabs, which are themselves ferromagnetic, are aligned
ferromagnetically in O�I�-Gd5Ge4 but they are antiferromag-
netically aligned in the O�II�-Gd5Ge4 polymorph. Interest-
ingly, Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 does not show the same structural trans-
formation and the O�II� polymorph itself is ferromagnetic at
low temperature. In order to understand this phenomena, we
model the magnetic exchange interactions using the Heisen-
berg approach by considering interactions between the Gd
spins of nearest neighbor slabs �interslab interactions� as well
as the Gd spins within the individual slabs �intraslab interac-
tions�. The interslab interactions are estimated by calculating
the total energy difference between the artificially imposed
AFM and FM aligned nearest neighbor slabs as described
below. In these calculations, the O�II� structure with Pnma
symmetry has been converted into the equivalent triclinic
structure with P1 symmetry so that each of the 36 atoms in
the unit cell are formally nonequivalent to any other atom in
the same unit cell.27 This helps to assign the specific configu-
ration of Gd spins. Here, the AFM structure is constructed in
such a way that 10 Gd atoms/cell that belong to the same
slab are aligned ferromagnetically but the remaining 10 Gd
atoms/cell that belong to the neighboring slab are aligned
ferromagnetically in the opposite direction. The AFM con-
figuration for intraslab interactions is modeled by making
five Gd spins in each slab up and five down�. This approach
to calculation of inter- and intraslab exchange interactions
takes into account both localized and conduction electrons
contributions to the exchange interactions unlike the ex-
change interactions between correlated 4f states only.40

Table IV shows intra- and interslab magnetic exchange

interactions with Ge or Sb in T3 positions in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5.
The interslab exchange interactions are higher than that of
the intraslab exchange interactions contrary to that in the
AFM O�II� Gd5Ge4.27 Even in the FM O�I� Gd5Ge4, the
intra- and interslab exchange interactions are identical. The
enhancement of the interslab magnetic exchange interactions
in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 due to the presence of Sb is likely the main
reason why no antiferromagnetic order has been observed
experimentally in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The coupled magnetostructural transition in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5
in the temperature interval from 40 to 85 K and in magnetic
fields from 0 to 100 kOe is characterized by a large volume
change ��V /V�−0.5%� without the displacement of the

�
2 �Gd5T4� slabs. The first-order transition in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5
occurs without a change in the crystal structure type—the
Sm5Ge4-type is preserved in both the LT and HT phases. The
main changes during the transition consist of the atomic re-
arrangement within the slabs.

The first-order transition in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 is a ferromag-
netic to paramagnetic ordering transition while the second-
order transition at 63 K observed in the heat-capacity data
does not have a magnetic origin.

The Sb substitution into the interslab positions of the
Sm5Ge4-type structure increases the ferromagnetic exchange
interactions between the slabs in Gd5Sb0.5Ge3.5 compound to
the point when the slab shifts and formation of the T3-T3
bonds are no longer needed to promote the ferromagnetic
ground state.
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